Sample Issue Canvas
Issue:

Problem statement: (Brief

Do you plan to
integrate Extension
work on this issue
with CSU research? If
so, how?

Many Colorado farmers and
ranchers do not develop and
analyze financial statements so
as to make important business
decisions resulting in the
sustainability (short term profits
and long term increases in
wealth) of their farm/ranches.

description of the specific
Ag Business Sustainability problem you are addressing)

Yes. Research conducted
with agriculture lenders
demonstrated a lack of
understanding among
producers regarding financial
statements. A similar needs
assessment conducted with
producers indicated a
discrepancy between self
perceptions and lender
perceptions of producer risk
management skills.

Do you plan to
collaborate with other
states on this issue? If
so, how?

Yes. Collaboration
with peers in other
states will result in
the development of
additional resources
and educational
opportunities for
Colorado producers.

Goal/intended outcome:

(Should be either a change in
behavior/practice/decisionmaking or a change in longterm condition)

The development and
analysis of accurate
financial statements for
making sound business
decisions to help them
remain sustainable.

Target audience:

Colorado farmers and
ranchers.

Brief description of
planned activities
(outputs):
(1) Development of the 3R's of
Loan Renewal Webinar series.
Using a "flipped classroom"
concept, with both synchronous
and asynchronous program
delivery.
(2) Trainings providing relevant
information and skill development.
(3) One-on-one coaching of
individuals and families.
(4) Publication of written materials
and decision tools.

Theory of change: (How

will your outputs result in
achievement of your intended
outcome? Cite/link to
research/evidence if possible.)

How will data be
collected and reported
3 that show unique value
for each indicator?
to key stakeholders)
(1)
(1)
Number of producers Participant surveys
who utilize financial one year after
statements
webinar series
spreadsheets
Key indicators: (Up to

(2)
Number of ag lenders
who recommend
spreadsheets to
clients

(2)
Clicker counts during
2020 Ag Lender
meetings

(3)
(3)
Hits on the ABM and Zoom polling
(1) Research has shown that
other websites
question results
adult learners respond well
to the flipped classroom
delivery model as an
example of
student-centered learning
theory supported by the
works of Paiget 1967 and
Yvgotsky.
(2) A large number of
resources have been
accessed and downloaded
from the ABM web sites and
other web sites to which
ABM Team members
contribute.

Evaluation plan: (Who will be evaluated, when (afteronly, pre-post, etc.), and how (i.e. online survey)?)

An online post evaluation will be
administered to all workshop attendees one
week after the workshop. A second online
evaluation will be administered to
participants one year following the webinar
series.

